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 ABSTRACT

of the master's degree, specialty 073 "Management" of the educational program "Business Administration" Shamsudheen Basheera Rafkhana topic of thesis «Functional approach to innovative management of enterprise  in the context of sustainable development» (on materials of the Samsung and PepsiCo). Poltava. PUET. 2020. 94 р.
The master's thesis consists of an introduction, three sections, conclusions, list of used sources and appendices. It contains 11 tables, 8 drawings; the list of used sources contains 119 literary names.
The relevance of the topic of this work is the need to increase the efficiency of enterprise management through the implementation of a functional approach to achieve the goals of sustainable development of the XXI century. 
The purpose of the study is a functional approach to innovative management of enterprises in the context of sustainable development. 
The object of the research is the process of innovation management of Samsung and Pepsi kola on the basis of a functional approach in the context of adaptation to the goals of sustainable development of the 21st millennium. 
The subject of the research is theoretical, methodical and practical issues of innovation management at the meetings of the functional approach and the development of recommendations for its improvement in the context of adaptation to the goals of sustainable development of the 21st millennium.
In order to perform the tasks, the following methods were used scientific research: methods of direct calculations, method of expert assessments; analysis and synthesis; comprehensive analysis; analytical methods: comparative and economic analysis, graphic method. Data processing was implemented by using computer information technology and software providing MS Exsel and MS Office packages. 
The information base consisted of works of scientists and specialists in this field, statistical reporting of Samsung and PepsiCo.
The practical significance of the work lies in the possibility of using the author's proposals in the activities of Samsung and PepsiCo.
Thesis materials are published in the abstracts of the report and published at the international scientific-practical conference: 
Bondar-Podgurska O.V., Shamsudheen Basheera Rafkhana. Features of implementation for functional approach to innovative activity management of the enterprise in the conditions of increased migration Shaping the future: politics & economics: Proceedings of the international conference, march 2020 / edited by M.S. Pashkevych, V.O. Pashkov, А.О. Perfilieva. Dnipro: Dnipro University of Technology, 2020. 97 p. Pp. 12-17. 
Бондар-Підгурська О. В., Шамсудін Башара Рафкана, Шахвердієв Ельхан Валех огли. Напрями підвищення ефективності управління інноваційними факторами сталого розвитку соціально орієнтованої економіки: пропозиції на макро- та мікро- рівнях України, Індії, Азербайджану. Інформаційні технології: наука, техніка, технологія, освіта, здоров’я. MicroCAD-2020»: матеріали XХVІІІ Міжнародної науково-практичної конференції (м. Харків, 13-15 травня 2020 р). URL: http://science.kpi.kharkov.ua (​http:​/​​/​science.kpi.kharkov.ua​)
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